REGULATORY REFORM (FIRE SAFETY) ORDER 2005
FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT

Brent Housing Partnership
General Information
UPRN
Address 1
Address 2
Address 3 (street)
Address 4 (area)
Postcode
Fire Risk Assessor
Date of inspection
QA carried out by:
Suggested review date

5517040570-BLOCK
Block B, 57-96 Watling Gardens
Shoot Up Hill
Cricklewood
NW2 3UD
T Upfold
07/04/2017
J Davis
01/04/2018

Executive Summary
Responsible Person:
Property Designation
Management Extent
No of Floors
No of Flats (if applicable)
Ground floor Area (m2)
Total Area of all Floors (m2)
Recommendation count:
Priority counts:
H - High
M - Medium
L - Low
R - Recommended
Recommended evacuation strategy:
Premises Risk Rating:

Brent Housing Partnership
GN over 5 storeys
Partially Managed Building - Manager or Senior Staff not regularly onsite.
11
=
40
=
300
=
= 3300
12
=
3
=
1
=
4
=
4
=
Stay put
Moderate

On satisfactory completion of all remedial
works the risk rating of this building may be Tolerable
reduced to:
Limitation of Report
It should be noted that The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 provides for a minimum fire safety standard and this assessment seeks to advice on
compliance with this statutory requirement.
The observations and recommendations are only pertinent to the conditions at the time of the Assessment. Regular inspections and review risk assessments are
required to ensure standards are maintained.
BB7 was instructed to undertake a fire safety risk assessment of the premises stated in this report and relates only to those areas visited at the time of the site visit.
Legal Notice: This report was prepared by BB7 Fire Safety Limited under instructions from Baily Garner LLP. This report is only for the use of Baily Garner LLP and
neither BB7 Fire Safety Limited nor any of their directors, officers, employees, agents or other person acting on their behalf:
a) makes any warranty, express or implied;
b) assumes any liability;
With respect to the use of the information or methods contained in this report to any other person or party. The report and the information or methods contained
therein may only be used for purposes in connection with this project.
This assessment has been carried out to satisfy the requirements of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 in respect of the common areas only of the
above mentioned premises.
In order to carry out this fire risk assessment the Assessors have used their professional expertise and judgement and guidance contained in publicly available
specification (PAS 79: 2012) and fire safety risk assessment guides issued by H.M Government. The recommendations made represent our assessment of the
minimum fire safety standards considered necessary for the common areas to ensure the safety of both the residents and visitors to the premises. It should be
borne in mind however that an assessment is open to individual interpretation and as such an officer of the local fire authority may express a different view on certain
aspects.
Residential properties: Information for the completion of this assessment was obtained by a physical non-intrusive inspection of the common parts of the premises,
which included only the visual inspection of flat entrance doors from the common area. No inspection within individual flats was carried out and as such the degree of
fire resistance between flats and flats and the common areas has not been included within this assessment.
Changes generally introduced in the workplace may have an effect on potential fire risk and associated precautions e.g. changes to the premises layout, work
processes, furniture, plant, machinery, or the number of people likely to be present in the workplace, including those persons with a temporary or permanent
disability. Any of these could lead to a new hazard or increased risk and as such will require this assessment to also be reviewed and/or a new assessment to be
undertaken.
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The Premises
Property Designation
No of Floors
No of Flats (if applicable)
Ground floor area (m2) (if applicable)
Total area of all floors (m2) (if applicable)
Building Description
I. no of staircases, storeys
ii. no of entrances/exits
iii. lifts
iv. stepped/level access
v. ancillary usage

GN over 5 storeys
11
40
300
3300
The building is a purpose built residential dwelling block comprising ground and ten upper floors with some plant facilities located on the roof. The means of escape is served by a single protected
staircase which discharges at ground level into the lift lobby from where two final exits are available. On the 1st to 9th floor there are four flats which are separated from the stair by a fire resisting
lobby. On the tenth floor there are two flats and a lift motor room which open directly onto the stair landing. The two lifts open onto the common lobby and serve the ground to ninth floors only. The
alternative exit at ground level is separated from the lift lobby by fire resisting partitions and gives access to two flats. The ground floor lift lobby provides access to the pram store. The ground floor
plant facilities and the refuse collection room are accessed directly from the street. No other ancillary accommodation was identified in the building. The building has level access to the main
entrance/lift lobby. It should be noted that the building was undergoing substantial refurbishment including new windows and external cladding works.

Building Construction
I. approx. age / year built
ii. building structure, floors, walls and roof
Extent of common areas (please describe common areas assessed)

Concrete frame with concrete and masonry walls and concrete floors. The building envelope will be clad in a rendered/panelled/brick slip type system. We have however not undertaken any opening
up or destructive works and are therefore unable to comment on the presence of insulation, fire stopping arrangements or ratings which we recommend BHP investigate further.

Areas of the building to which access was not available

Access was not available to the flats, the pram store, the electrical intake room or room adjacent to the electrical intake room.

Stair, lifts and common corridors, plant rooms, roof, bin and pram store.

Type 1 – Communal areas inspected only.
Type 1 risk assessment, as defined in the Local Government Group’s Guide to Fire Safety in Purpose-Built Blocks of Flats, was carried out.
Attempts were made to access various flats to assess the condition of the flat front entrances doors. An assessment of the compartmentation between dwellings was not undertaken.
BHP has limited control over any privately owned leasehold flats in the block, and, as such, these flats are outside the scope of the risk assessment.
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Fire Risk Assessment
The Occupants
Management Extent
Details of any onsite management (hours onsite etc. if known)
Person managing fire safety in the premises (and position in

Partially Managed Building - Manager or Senior Staff not regularly onsite.
Unknown
Greg Birch (Head of service)

Company)

Person consulted during the fire risk assessment
Number of occupants (maximum estimated)
Number of employees
Number of members of the public (maximum estimated)
Identify any people who are especially at risk
-sleeping occupants
-disabled occupants
-occupants in remote areas and lone workers
-young persons
-others

None
80
No employees based on site. Occasionally attendance by BHP staff, maintenance/cleaning staff and contractors
Not known. Limited to visitors and likely to be very low in numbers due to the building being in residential use.
Residents are the main risk group in the building. This risk assessment does not encompass the residential dwelling themselves as they fall outside the scope of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety)
Order, 2005 (RRFSO).
The assumption with general purpose residential blocks is that residents will be capable of escaping unaided in event of fire affecting them in their dwelling. Where the organisations become aware of
tenants that may not be able to make their own way out their property if a fire were to occur, then they may wish to consider taking appropriate action to reduce the risk to individuals. This is an
advisory note as the RRFSO does not extend beyond the common areas in residential dwelling blocks.
Vulnerabilities of the occupants are not known. The building is designated 'General Needs' and therefore occupants are assumed to be typical for the general population.
There were contractors working in the building at the time, arrangements for general fire precautions in the work areas should be identified in a separate assessment undertaken under the auspices of
the CDM regulations. This assessment does not cater for the employees associated with the temporary work areas in use at the time of the assessment.
The predominant occupant type within a residential dwelling is one that is familiar with the layout of the building they frequent on a daily basis.
Visitors cannot be accounted for within any management procedures as their presence on the premises can occur at any time. The simple design and management of the building will precipitate
escape for visitors if fire were to occur whilst they are in the common areas of the building.

Other Information
Fire loss experience (since last FRA)
Any other relevant information

Not known
None at the time of inspection

Fire Safety Legislation
The following fire safety legislation applies to these premises:
Other key fire safety legislation (other than Building Regs 2000):

Common areas: Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
Housing Act 2004.
COSHH assessments may be required for general cleaning materials stored on site.

Elimination or Reduction of Fire Hazards
Electrical Ignition Sources

Response

A1

N/K
Is fixed installation periodically inspected and tested
(annually if building is open to the public)?
Comment: Date of last fixed electrical installation inspection
According to BHP's records, fixed wiring tests are undertaken in accordance with the IET Wiring Regulations. Information on the testing regime is provided in the BHP database system. Information on
the testing regime is provided in the BHP database system but was not available at the time of the inspection.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that records are checked to ensure the fixed wiring installation certificate is valid.

Quantity

1

Photo Re
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Fire Risk Assessment
A2

A3

Is PAT testing in common areas carried out
(annually)?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is there a policy for personal electrical appliances?

N/A
No portable appliances were noted in the common area. It is unlikely that BHP staff will use electrical equipment within the communal areas. The cleaning contractors are responsible for the PAT
testing of any electrical equipment they may use within the communal areas.
N/K

Comment:
Recommendation:
A4

Is the use of adapters and leads limited?
Comment:
Recommendation:

It is unknown if BHP has a policy formulated for the use of personal electrical equipment in the workplace.
It is unknown if BHP has a policy formulated for the use of personal electrical equipment in the workplace. It is recommended that a policy is formulated and disseminated to all
employees.
N/A
None noted in the common area.

Smoking Policies
B1

B2

Are there suitable arrangements for those who wish
to smoke? (state what the arrangements are)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Does the policy in relation to smoking appear to be
observed?
Comment:
Recommendation:

Response

C2

C3

Are premises secure against arson by outsiders?
(Please state how)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are bins secured / stored in a suitable location?
(Please state bin type, location, if and how it is
secured)
Comment:
Recommendation:

Is fire load close to the premises minimised?
Comment:
Recommendation:

D2

If used, is the use of portable heaters regarded as
safe?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are fixed heating systems maintained (annually)?
Comment: Date of last fixed heating system inspection
Recommendation:

Are reasonable measures in place to prevent fires as
a result of cooking?

Quantity

Photo Re

Y
No issues observed at the time of the assessment.

Response
N
The building has electronic access controls on the main door providing access to the block. The rear exit from the stair is not openable from outside. The bin store was not locked (see C2).

N

The bin store is left unlocked during the day.
The refuse collection room was found to be unlocked at the time of the inspection and the refuse containers were unsecured. This is a common scenario for refuse collection/disposal
facilities in Brent Housing Partnership buildings. The risk from arson has to be considered and Brent Housing Partnership has to be acceptant of the risk and acknowledge that if the
building is identified as being at significant risk from arson then additional control measures will need to be considered.
Where risk critical issues are identified by the assessor, BB7 will recommend additional, proportional, control measure as part of the general fire precautions for the building.
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Y
No significant fire loads were observed close to the building.

Response

Quantity

Photo Re

N/A
None noted at the time of inspection.
N/A

Cooking
E1

Photo Re

There is a no-smoking policy in operation throughout the areas covered by this report.

Portable Heaters and Heating Installations
D1

Quantity

N/A

Arson
C1

1

N/A

The common areas are unheated, although there is a boiler which appears to provide hot water services to the flats.
It is recommended that the boilers serving the block are serviced by a competent person at regular intervals and they are maintained in good working order.
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Response

Quantity

Photo Re

Fire Risk Assessment

5

E1

E2

E3

Comment:
Recommendation:
Are filters changed and ductwork cleaned?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are suitable extinguishing appliances available?
Comment:
Recommendation:

No cooking facilities were observed in the common areas.
N/A
No additional comments.
N/A
No additional comments.

Lightning
F1

Does the building have a lightning protection
system? (if 'No', is one recommended?)
Comment:

Response

Quantity

Photo Re

Quantity

Photo Re

Quantity

Photo Re

Y
A lightning protection system is provided and from the parts of the system visible at the time of the assessment appeared to be free from any obvious faults. It has been confirmed by Brent Housing
Partnership that it has an active testing and maintenance regime in place for the lightning protection system. Brent Housing Partnership have been advised that it is their responsibility to confirm that
suitable control measures have been applied to this block to ensure the lightning protection system is maintained in good working order and provide the appropriate documentary evidence in support
of this fire risk assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing authorities.

Recommendation:

House-Keeping
G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

Is the property regularly cleaned to prevent the build
up of combustibles?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Combustible materials not kept near sources of
ignition?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Escape routes kept clear of items combustible
materials or waste?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Escape routes kept clear of any trip hazards?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Any hazardous materials are stored correctly?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all other house-keeping issues satisfactory?
Comment:
Recommendation:

Response
Y
Details of the housekeeping arrangements were not available. The common areas were clear of obstructions and combustible materials at the time of the inspection.
Y
No issues observed.
Y
No additional comments.
Y
No issues observed.
N/K
No such materials were observed during the site visit.
Y
No other issues observed.

Hazards introduced by Outside Contractors and
Building Works
H1

H2

H3

Are fire safety conditions imposed on outside
contractors?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is there satisfactory control over works carried out in
the building by outside contractors (e.g. hot work
permits)?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is there satisfactory control over works carried out in
the building by in-house contractors (e.g. hot work
permits)?

Response
Y
We are informed that fire safety conditions are imposed on outside contractors by Brent Housing Partnership.
Y

We are informed that fire safety conditions are imposed on outside contractors by Brent Housing Partnership.
Y

Fire Risk Assessment
H3

Comment:
Recommendation:

All BHP contractors are required to follow safe systems of work and carry out risk assessments site specific for the work being carried out.

Dangerous Substances
I1

If dangerous substances are used, has a risk
assessment been carried out as required by the
Dangerous Substances and Explosives Atmospheres
Regulations 2002?
Comment:
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Response

Quantity

Photo Re

Quantity

Photo Re

Quantity

Photo Re

N

This risk assessment only considers the impact of the use or storage of dangerous substances to the extent necessary to determine the adequacy of the general fire precautions required under the
Order to ensure the safety of relevant persons in the event of fire.

Recommendation:

Other Significant Hazards that might impact on
General Fire Precautions
J1

J2

J3

Are all issues deemed satisfactory? [1]
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all issues deemed satisfactory? [2]
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all issues deemed satisfactory? [3]
Comment:
Recommendation:

Response
N/A
No issues observed.
N/A
No issues observed.
N/A
No issues observed.

General Fire Protection Measures
Means of Escape
K1

Is escape route design deemed satisfactory?
(Consider current design codes)
Comment:

Response
Y
The building is a purpose built residential dwelling block comprising ground and ten upper floors with some plant facilities located on the roof. The means of escape is served by a single protected
staircase which discharges at ground level into the lift lobby from where two final exits are available. On each of the 1st to 9th floor there are four flats which are separated from the stair by a fire
resisting lobby. On the top floor there are two flats and a lift motor room which open directly into the stair landing. The lifts open into the common lobby and serve the ground to ninth floors only. The
alternative exit at ground level is separated from the lift lobby by fire resisting partitions and gives access to two flats. The ground floor lift lobby provides access to the pram store. The ground floor
plant facilities and the refuse collection room are accessed directly from the street. There was no known ancillary accommodation identified in the building.
The ground floor lobby has access to the pram store from within the lobby area, access to this area was restricted and it could not be confirmed if two door protection is provided between the pram
store and the escape route. It is recommended that the area is inspected and if two door protection is not afforded then reasonable justification is given in support of the reduced level of protection.
The head of the stair is provided with ample ventilation that exceeds the minimum 1.0m2 free area, recommended in nationally accepted guidance documents. It was noted that the ventilation apertures
were temporarily covered with plastic sheeting. It would appear that the existing vents are due for replacement. It is recommended that existing levels of ventilation are maintained but it must be
ensured that ventilation of a minimum of 1.0m2 is maintained at the head of the staircase. The ventilation can be either be provided by permanently open vents, as existing, or by automatic opening
vents supplement by a localised fire detection system.
Travel distances are considered to be within the limits given in nationally accepted guidance documents.
The refuse hopper doors open directly into the lobbies serving the flats. This situation is not compliant with current guidance but was accepted at the time the buildings were constructed. The hopper
doors have been replaced and were found to be good condition at the time of the inspection with the smoke seals intact. The refuse room on the ground floor is open during the day and there is no
fusible link shutter provided in the throat of the shaft. The refuse shaft has ventilation at its head. It is recommended that a fusible link shutter or a sprinkler head feed from the mains water supply is
provided in order to reduce the risk to the means of escape (see Q7).
The staircase is protected by two sets of Gerda fire resisting doors, with the exception of the eleventh floor. Nationally accepted guidance documents, both past and present, recommend that the
staircase is protected by ventilation in the lobbies with a minimum free area of 1.5m2. This would require the existing widows to be changed for openings that give permanent ventilation or the provision
of an automatic opening vent (AOV) system. The proportionality of providing ventilation to the lobbies has to be taken into account and the consideration of how much safer the residents would be if
ventilation were to be provided when considering the quality of the existing doors sets providing protection to the staircase needs to be assessed.
BHP should be aware that the building is not in accordance with nationally accepted guidance documents and for a reasonable level of compliance to be achieved the provision of ventilation in the
lobbies protecting the staircase needs to be considered. However, when considering the existing levels of protection afforded to the staircase, consideration for an enhanced level of management and
the protection afforded but the Gerda doors may be sufficient justification for allowing the current situation to prevail without further passive or active control measures being applied.
It has been assumed that the block was designed with a "stay put" evacuation strategy. In the event of a fire within an individual flat, the occupants of that flat would be expected to alert others in the
flat, make their own way out of the building using the common escape route and summon the fire and rescue service. All other occupants of flats not directly affected by a fire should be able to remain
in their flats in relative safety, unless their flat subsequently becomes affected, or they are directed to evacuate the building by the fire and rescue service. This approach requires the block to have
been designed with protected staircases and suitable protection between individual dwellings.
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Fire Risk Assessment
Recommendation:

K2

K3

K4

K5

K6

K7

K8

Are the escape routes adequately protected?
(Consider lobby protection to staircase, if needed)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is there adequate provision of exits, for the numbers
who may be present?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is there adequate exit width, for the numbers who
may be present?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are doors on escape routes easily opened?
(and are sliding or revolving doors avoided?)
Comment:

Recommendation:
Do final exits open in the direction of escape where
necessary?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are travels distances satisfactory?
(consider single direction and more than one
direction)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are there suitable precautions for all inner rooms?

Comment:
Recommendation:
K9
Are escape routes separated where appropriate?
Comment:
Recommendation:
K10 Are corridors sub-divided where appropriate?
Comment:
Recommendation:
K11 Do escape routes lead to a place of safety?
Comment:
Recommendation:

1 - The ground floor lobby has access to the pram store from within the lobby area, access to this area was restricted and it could not be confirmed if two door protection is provided
between the pram store and the escape route. It is recommended that the area is inspected and if two door protection is not afforded then reasonable justification is given in support of
the reduced level of protection.
2 - The head of the stair is provided with ample ventilation that exceeds the minimum 1.0m2 free area, recommended in nationally accepted guidance documents. It was noted that the
ventilation apertures were temporarily covered with plastic sheeting. It would appear that the existing vents are due for replacement. It is recommended that existing levels of ventilation
are maintained but it must be ensured that ventilation of a minimum of 1.0m2 is maintained at the head of the staircase. The ventilation can be either be provided by permanently open
vents, as existing or by automatic opening vents supplement by a localised fire detection system.

Y

The lobbies are separated from the flats by solid construction, except for vision panels and fan lights which are Georgian wired (see sections L and M).
Y
Exit capacity is not considered an issue due to the stay put strategy employed in the building.
Y
Exit capacity is not considered an issue due to stay put strategy employed in the building.
Y
The front door to the building is opened with a conventional door handle which mechanically overrides the electromagnetic access control system. The rear exit has a push bar. All doors on escape
routes are either, free from fastenings provided with appropriate locks which can be operated from the escape side in a single action, without the use of a key and without undue delay.

N/A
Inward opening door considered satisfactory due to low occupancy.
Y

Lobbies have a single direction of travel leading to the common stairway. Travel distances in the manually lobbies are within the recommended limit of 4.5 m.
N/A
No inner rooms observed.
Y
The two exit routes at ground floor level are separated by a self-closing door.
Y
See K9. There are no other areas in the building that require sub-division.
Y
The final exit doors lead to place of ultimate safety.
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Fire Risk Assessment
K12 Are the stairs and/or lobbies provided with adequate
ventilation? (If considered satisfactory, please state
provision)
Comment:

Recommendation:
K13 Are there suitable arrangements in the building for
means of escape for disabled persons?
Comment:

Recommendation:
K14 Are all other means of escape issues satisfactory?

Y

2

There is a permanent vent at the head of the stair with a free area of approximately 2.5 m . This corresponds to the requirements which were in place at the time of construction and exceeds the size of
2
1.5 m which is recommended in current guidance.
On the 1st to 9th floors the lobbies each have an openable window with limited ventilation due to the restrictors applied for health safety reason which reduces the openable areas to minimal levels
2
(see K1 for further commentary). The lobby on the ground floor serving flats 57 and 58 has an permanent vent of approximately 0.1 m . Current guidance would call for the vents to the lobbies on the
upper floors to open automatically in the event of a fire, and it is likely that the lobbies were originally provided with larger permanent vents (See K1 for additional commentary).

N/A
Current guidance does not call for specific provisions to be made in 'general needs' blocks of flats. Physically disabled residents should be relatively safe in their own abode should fire occur
elsewhere in the building. Should a fire occur in their flat the staircase enclosure will provide a reasonable degree of protection which should allow sufficient time for the intervention of the fire service
before conditions become untenable.
N

Comment:

Recommendation:
K15 Are all other means of escape issues satisfactory?

The external route from the rear door passes close to the windows of Flat 57. As two exits are available from the ground floor and the main exits is very likely to be the route used by most residents
then the risk is considered minimal and no further control measures are considerd necessary.

Y

Comment:
Recommendation:
K16 Recommended evacuation strategy for this building is:

No additional comments.

Flat Entrance Doors

Response

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

Are flat entrance doors or doors / frames
appropriately fire rated?
Comment:

Recommendation:
Are fire rated flat entrance doors in good condition not in need of repair?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is all glazing to flat entrance doors appropriately fire
rated?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are fan lights above flat entrance doors appropriately
fire rated?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are side panels to flat entrance doors appropriately
fire rated?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are flat entrance doors fitted with adequate selfclosing devices?
(From sample inspection)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are flat entrance doors fitted with intumescent strips
and cold smoke seals?
(From sample inspection)

Stay put

Quantity

Photo Re

1

P7

Y
The flat entry doors have been replaced in recent years with modern Gerda FD30S fire doors. From a visual inspection, no issues with quality or installation were apparent. All doors are marked as
being FD30s, fitted with self-closing devices, intumescent seals, cold smokes seals and three hinges. the doors and frames have been installed as full doors sets.

Y
The door to Flat 57 showed signs of forced entry.
The door to Flat 57 showed signs of forced entry. It is recommended that the door be replaced.
N/A
The doors have no glazing.
Y
Where transom glazing is provided it is of Georgian wired fabrication.
N/A
None present.
Y

The flat entrance doors were provided with self-closing devices as part of the door set.
It is recommended that all flat entry doors are checked to ensure the self-closing device are in place and in good working order.
Y

1
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Fire Risk Assessment
L7

L9

Comment:
Recommendation:
Are letterboxes satisfactory?
(State only if missing, damaged or uPVC)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all other flat entrance door issues satisfactory?

L10

Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all other flat entrance door issues satisfactory?

L8

See L1.
Y
From a visual inspection the letter box appeared to fire resisting and has been fitted as part of the door set.
Y
No additional comments.
Y

Comment:
Recommendation:

No additional comments.

Common Area Fire Doors
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

Are all common area fire doors and/or frames
appropriately fire rated?
Comment:

Recommendation:
Are all common area fire rated fire doors in good
condition - and not in need of repair?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is all glazing to common area fire doors appropriately
fire rated?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are fan lights/side panels to common area fire doors
appropriately fire rated?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are self-closing devices on common area fire doors
adequate? (Where appropriate)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are intumescent strips and smoke seals provided to
common area fire doors?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are common area fire doors adequate otherwise?
(Ironmongery, hold open hooks etc.)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all other fire door issues satisfactory?
Comment:
Recommendation:

Response

If emergency lighting is provided, is it in good
working order?
Comment:

Recommendation:

Photo Re

Y
The doors to the stair and service risers, pram store, lift motor room, etc. have been replaced in recent years with modern Gerda FD 60S and FD 30S doors respectively. From a visual inspection, no
issues with quality or installation were apparent. The hoppers to the refuse chute appeared to be fairly new, and were labelled as being four hour fire resisting and fitted with smoke seals.

Y
No issues observed
Y
The glazed elements were Georgian wired glass and secured in position with bevelled beading. From a visual inspection no issues were apparent.
Y
The glazed elements were Georgian wired glass and secured in position with bevelled beading. From a visual inspection no issues were apparent.
Y
No issues observed. Riser doors were locked shut.
Y
No issues observed.
Y
No additional comments.
Y
No additional comments.
1

Emergency Lighting
N1

Quantity

Response
N
Emergency lighting is provided in the common lobbies and the stair. There were no discernible faults noted at the time of the inspection. It has been confirmed by Brent Housing Partnership that it has
an active testing and maintenance regime in place for the emergency escape lighting system. Brent Housing Partnership have been advised that it is their responsibility to confirm that suitable control
measures have been applied to this block to ensure the emergency escape lighting system is maintained in good working order and provide the appropriate documentary evidence in support of this fire
risk assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing authorities.

Quantity

Photo Re

Fire Risk Assessment
N2

N3

If emergency lighting is provided, is coverage
sufficient?
(Internal and external)
Comment:
Recommendation:
If EL not provided, is borrowed/artificial lighting
sufficient for escape?
(Internal and external)
Comment:
Recommendation:

N/K

Illumination levels could therefore not be confirmed. Illumination levels should be verified during the routine testing.
N/A

Emergency lighting is provided - see N1.

Fire Safety Signs and Notices
O1

Is there adequate provision of fire safety signs and
notices?
(Consider directional, exits, stairs, fire action notices,
fire equipment and 'do not use lift' signage)

Response

O2

O3

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

Has the building got a manually operated electrical
fire alarm system?
Comment:
Recommendation:
If common area AFD and/or alarm system is installed,
is it in good working order?
Comment:
Recommendation:
If installed, is the common area AFD adequate for the
occupancy and fire risk?
Comment:
Recommendation:
If not installed, are the premises deemed safe without
a common area AFD system?
Comment:
Recommendation:
If applicable, is separate domestic hard-wired
smoke/heat alarm within the flats installed to a
suitable standard?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all other AFD and alarm system issues
satisfactory?
Comment:
Recommendation:

Photo Re

Quantity

Photo Re

Wayfinding signage and fire action notices are provided. All other signage appeared to be adequate at the time of the inspection.

Y

Flat entrance doors do not require 'fire door keep shut' signs.
Y
No additional comments.

Means of Giving Warning in Case of Fire
P1

Quantity

Y

Comment:
Recommendation:
Is fire door signage adequate?
(Consider 'Fire door keep shut' and 'Fire door keep
locked shut' signage)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are signs clearly visible?
Comment:
Recommendation:
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Response
N
There is no requirement to provided automatic fire warning and detection systems in purpose built blocks of flats adopting a stay put evacuation strategy.
N/A
No additional comments.
N/A
No additional comments.
Y
The compartmentation and means of escape are considered appropriate to permit a stay put evacuation strategy. As such, a fire alarm system is not required in the common areas.
N/A

The flats are not considered to fall within the scope of the RR(FS)O, 2005, accordingly they were not included in this fire risk assessment and commentary will not be proffered on the suitability of the
fire warning arrangements in the residential flats.
N/A
No issues observed.
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Fire Risk Assessment
Limiting Fire Spread
Q1

Is the level of compartmentation adequate? (Special
consideration should be given to converted or non
'purpose built' premises)
Comment:

Response
N/K

A visual inspection of the accessible areas was undertaken as part of the assessment. A Type 1 Fire Risk Assessment, as defined in the Local Government Group Guide to fire safety in purpose-built
blocks of flats does not accommodate an investigative survey of common shafts, and accordingly areas with restricted access, e.g. false ceilings and void areas, were only inspected where readily
accessible. All escape routes are adequately separated Service risers have been stopped at floor level and where services penetrate the risers. There were no obvious breaches in compartmentation
noted at the time of the inspection. It was noted that mechanical extraction common ventilations shafts are provided in the building. The extraction shafts are located within the flats; the plant is located
on the roof.
It has been confirmed by Brent Housing partnership that works have been undertaken to restrict the passage of fire in riser shafts and other areas where compartment lines may have been breached;
the full extent of the works undertaken is unknown and documentary evidence was not available at the time of the inspection. Brent Housing Partnership have been advised that it is their responsibility
to confirm that suitable control measures have been applied to this block to control the hazards and risk associated with breaches in compartmentation and provide the appropriate documentary
evidence in support of this fire risk assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing authorities.
BB7 will highlight any obvious breaches in compartmentation noted during the inspection and any other salient features that gives rise to serious concerns regarding the spread of fire in the building.
It should be noted that a mechanical extract system is provided in the building most likely for extract from kitchens and or bathrooms. It should be ensured that suitable control measures are in place to
stop products of combustion spreading from one compartment to another via the ductwork system associated with the extract system.
As part of the refurbishment works being undertaken in the building the existing 'boxing in' of the pipework is being removed and replaced with non combustible metal cladding elements. From a visual
inspection undertaken from the common areas the pipework where it breaches lines of compartmentation is adequately fire stopped, as there appears to be no work being carried out on the pipework
itself the removal of the existing combustible elements of the 'boxing in' and subsequent replacement with non-combustible materials appears to be of benefit to the overall fire safety provision in the
building.
*Excerpt from the guidance document.
Type 1 – Common parts only (non-destructive)
“A Type 1 fire risk assessment is the basic fire risk assessment required for the purpose of satisfying the FSO. The inspection of the building is non-destructive. But, as well as considering the
arrangements for means of escape and so forth, the fire risk assessment includes examination of at least a sample of flat entrance doors. It also considers, so far as reasonably practicable, the
It should be noted that a mechanical extract system is provided in the building most likely for extract from kitchens and or bathrooms. It should be ensured that suitable control measures
are in place to stop products of combustion spreading from one compartment to another via the ductwork system associated with the extract system.

Recommendation:
Q2

Are hidden voids appropriately enclosed and/or firestopped? (consider above suspended ceilings)

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q8

Recommendation:
Are risers (shafts, ducts and cupboards) in the
common area appropriately enclosed and/or firestopped?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is compartmentation maintained in the roof space?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are electrics enclosed in fire rated construction?
(Where necessary)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is compartmentation maintained at electrical meter
cupboards in flat walls?
Comment:
Recommendation:
If required, are dampers provided? (Base of refuse
chute, ductwork etc.)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are wall and ceiling linings appropriate to limit fire
spread?

1

N/A

Comment:

Q3

Quantity

From visual inspection no issues were apparent. In particular
- there appeared to be no ceiling voids
- the electrical and plumbing service risers were fire-stopped at each floor level (see Q3).
N/K

Cracks were noted between the electrical riser and the stair enclosure. The riser is fire-stopped at floor level with appropriate fire resitting materials.
N/A
No roof space provided.
N
See Q3.
Y
See Q3.
N/K
The shutter to the refuse chute was not designed to close automatically in the event of a fire.
The shutter to the refuse chute was not designed to close automatically in the event of a fire. As the hoppers open directly into the stair lobbies, it is recommended that the existing
shutter be replaced, e.g. with one which is fitted with a fusible link.
N/K

1

Photo Re
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Fire Risk Assessment
Q8

Comment:

The surface linings were concrete and masonry with a paint finish. It has been confirmed by Brent Housing Partnership that the surface linings have been tested for the presence of multiple layers of
paint; the results of the test were not available at the time of the inspection. Brent Housing Partnership have been advised that it is their responsibility to confirm that suitable control measures have
been applied to this block to control the hazards associated with multiple layers of paint accumulating on walls and ceilings and provide the appropriate documentary evidence in support of this fire risk
assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing authorities.
Brent Housing Partnership have been advised that it is their responsibility to confirm that suitable control measures have been applied to this block to control the hazards associated with
multiple layers of paint accumulating on walls and ceilings and provide the appropriate documentary evidence in support of this fire risk assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing
authorities.

Recommendation:

Q9

Are soft furnishings in common areas appropriate to
limit fire spread/growth?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Q10 Are all other fire spread/compartmentation issues
satisfactory?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Q11 Are all other fire spread/compartmentation issues
satisfactory?
Comment:

N/A
None were present during the site visit.
Y
No additional comments.
N/K
The building envelope will be clad in a rendered/panelled/brick slip type system. We have however not undertaken any opening up or destructive works and are therefore unable to comment on the
presence of insulation, fire stopping arrangements or ratings which we recommend BHP investigate further.
The building envelope will be clad in a rendered/panelled/brick slip type system. We have however not undertaken any opening up or destructive works and are therefore unable to
comment on the presence of insulation, fire stopping arrangements or ratings which we recommend BHP investigate further.

Recommendation:
Q12 Are all other fire spread/compartmentation issues
satisfactory?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Q13 Are all other fire spread/compartmentation issues
satisfactory?
Comment:
Recommendation:

R2

If required, is there reasonable provision of portable
fire extinguishers?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all fire extinguishing appliances readily
accessible?
Comment:
Recommendation:

No additional comments.
N
No additional comments.

Response

If any other relevant systems / equipment is installed,
state type of system and comment as necessary.

Quantity

Photo Re

Quantity

Photo Re

Quantity

Photo Re

Y
None were provided or are considered necessary in the common areas. A CO 2 and two dry powder extinguishers were provided in the lift motor room. Their test labels were in date.
Y
No additional comments.

Other relevant systems and equipment
S1

1

Y

Fire Extinguishing Appliances
R1

1

Response
Y

Comment:

A dry rising main (DRM) is provided. The DRM appeared to be in working order; all outlets were secured with FB padlocks, and there did not appear to be any visible faults with the riser at the time of
the inspection. It is understood that a regime of regular routine inspection and testing, including pressure testing, is in place.

Recommendation:

Fire Safety Management
Procedures and Arrangements
T1

Has a competent person(s) been appointed to assist
in undertaking the preventative and protective
measures?
Comment:
Recommendation:

Response
Y

BHP has designated personnel in place to undertake the preventative and protective measures recommended in this report.
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Fire Risk Assessment
T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

T10

T11

Is there a suitable record of the fire safety
arrangements?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are there appropriate procedures in place in the event
of fire and are these documented?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are there suitable arrangements for calling the Fire
Service, meeting them on arrival and providing
relevant information?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are there suitable fire assembly points away from any
risk?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are there adequate procedures in place for the
evacuation of disabled people who are likely to be
present?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are staff nominated and trained on the use of fire
extinguishing appliances?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are staff nominated and trained to assist in
evacuation?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is there appropriate liaison with the local Fire and
Rescue Service?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are routine in-house checks carried out?
(control and indicating equipment normal,
extinguishers in place and visible,
lighting working,
fire doors (frames/seals/closing),
fastenings,
final exits and escape routes clear)
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all other fire safety management issues
satisfactory?
Comment:
Recommendation:

Training and Drills

Y
BHP has a central database system where records are maintained.
Y
An appropriate emergency action plan has been formulated and details have ben posted on every floor level in the building. Additional information given through. High rise fire guidance from LFB
provided to all in October 2015.
Y

As detailed in the emergency action plan.
N/A
There is no requirement to provide a designated fire assembly point for a building adopting a stay put policy.
N/A

It is not considered necessary to provide disabled means of escape arrangements in the building. Where a stay put policy is employed in the building then any physically impaired person should be
relatively safe within their own flat/s in event of fire elsewhere in the building.
N/A
There are no extinguishers located in the common areas of the building. Extinguishers are provided elsewhere in the building. BHP do not currently provide any training to staff.
It is recommended that all employees employed to work in the building are given extinguisher training.

1

N/A
The building management cannot be responsible for the evacuation of residents as there is no permanent management in place on the premises. It is recognised that the fire a rescue service will
undertake evacuation procedures if required to do so.
Y
BHP has a good working relationship with the fire service.
Y

Monthly inspections are undertaken by estate monitoring officers.
Y
No additional comments.

Response

Quantity

Photo Re
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Fire Risk Assessment
U1

U2

U3

U4

Do staff receive adequate induction and annual
refresher fire safety training?
To include fire risks in the premises,
fire safety measures in the building,
action in the event of fire and on hearing alarm,
location and use of fire extinguishers,
calling the fire service.
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are employees nominated to assist in the event of fire
given additional training?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are staff nominated and trained to use fire
extinguishing appliances?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are fire drills carried out at appropriate intervals?

N

Fire safety training is not given.
It is recommended that fire safety awareness training is given to all employees likely to frequent the building.
N/A
The building management cannot be responsible for the evacuation of residents as there is no permanent management in place on the premises. It is recognised that the fire a rescue service will
undertake evacuation procedures if required to do so.
N/A
See T7.
N/A

Comment:
Recommendation:

There is no requirement to carry out fire drills in purpose built residential blocks adopting a stay put evacuation strategy.

Testing and Maintenance
V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

Is the fire alarm system tested weekly and
periodically serviced?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is the emergency lighting system tested monthly and
annually?
Comment:

Recommendation:
Are fire extinguishers serviced annually?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are rising mains inspected six-monthly and tested
annually?
Comment:

Recommendation:
Is the lightning protection system annually inspected
and tested?
Comment:

Recommendation:
Are all other systems serviced?
(Consider fire-fighting lifts, sprinkler systems)
Comment:

Response

Photo Re

Quantity

Photo Re

None provided
N/K
It has been confirmed by Brent Housing Partnership that it has an active testing and maintenance regime in place for the emergency escape lighting system. Brent Housing Partnership have been
advised that it is their responsibility to confirm that suitable control measures have been applied to this block to ensure the emergency escape lighting system is maintained in good working order and
provide the appropriate documentary evidence in support of this fire risk assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing authorities.
N
See individual section for commentary.
N/K
It has been confirmed by Brent Housing Partnership that it has an active testing and maintenance regime in place for the dry rising main system. Brent Housing Partnership have been advised that it is
their responsibility to confirm that suitable control measures have been applied to this block to ensure the dry rising main is maintained in good working order and provide the appropriate documentary
evidence in support of this fire risk assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing authorities.
N/K
It has been confirmed by Brent Housing Partnership that it has an active testing and maintenance regime in place for the lightning protection system. Brent Housing Partnership have been advised
that it is their responsibility to confirm that suitable control measures have been applied to this block to ensure the lightning protection system is maintained in good working order and provide the
appropriate documentary evidence in support of this fire risk assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing authorities.
N/K
It has been confirmed by Brent Housing Partnership that it has an active testing and maintenance regime in place for the Fireman's lifts. Brent Housing Partnership have been advised that it is their
responsibility to confirm that suitable control measures have been applied to this block to ensure the Fireman's lifts is maintained in good working order and provide the appropriate documentary
evidence in support of this fire risk assessment, if required to do so by the enforcing authorities.
It is recommended that the boilers serving the block are serviced by a competent person at regular intervals and they are maintained in good working order.

Records
Is there a log book on the premises?

Quantity

N/A

Recommendation:

W1

1

Response
N/A

Fire Risk Assessment
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W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

Comment:
Recommendation:
Are fire drills recorded?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is fire training recorded?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are fire alarm tests recorded?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are emergency lighting tests recorded?
Comment:
Recommendation:
Is testing/maintenance of any other fire protection
systems recorded?
Comment:
Recommendation:

Not required.
N/A
Fire drills are not required in residential dwelling blocks adopting a stay put evacuation strategy.
N/K
None on site and no training provided see individual section.
N/A
There is no requirement to provided a fire warning and detection system in general purpose residential dwelling blocks.
Y
BHP has a central database system where records are maintained.
N/K
See S1.

Any Other Information
X1

X2

X3

Are all issues deemed satisfactory? [1]
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all issues deemed satisfactory? [2]
Comment:
Recommendation:
Are all issues deemed satisfactory? [3]
Comment:
Recommendation:

Response
Y
No additional comments.
Y
No additional comments.
Y
No additional comments.

Risk Ratings
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

Likelihood of Fire:
Potential Consequences of Fire:
Premises Risk Rating
On satisfactory completion of all remedial works the
risk rating of this building may be reduced to:

Medium
Moderate Harm
Moderate
Tolerable

Quantity

Photo Re

FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT
The following simple risk level estimator is based on a more general health and safety risk level estimator of the type
contained in BS 8800:
Potential consequences of fire
Likelihood of fire
Slight harm
Moderate harm
Extreme harm
Low
Trivial
Tolerable
Moderate
Medium
Tolerable
Moderate
Substantial
High
Moderate
Substantial
Intolerable
Taking into account the fire prevention measures observed at the time of this risk
Medium
assessment, it is considered that the hazard from fire (likelihood of fire) at these premises
is:
In this context, a definition of the above terms is as follows:
Low: Unusually low likelihood of fire as a result of negligible potential sources of ignition.
Medium: Normal fire hazards (e.g. potential ignition sources) for this type of occupancy, with fire hazards generally
subject to appropriate controls (other than minor shortcomings).
High: Lack of adequate controls applied to one or more significant fire hazards, such as to result in significant increase
in likelihood of fire.
Taking into account the nature of the building and occupants, as well as the fire protection
and procedural arrangements observed at the time of this fire risk assessment, it is
considered that the consequences for life safety in the event of fire would be:
In this context, a definition of the above terms is as follows:

Moderate Harm

Slight harm: Outbreak of fire unlikely to result in serious injury or death of any occupant.
Moderate harmful: Outbreak of fire could foreseeably result in injury (including serious injury) of one or more
occupants, but it is unlikely to involve multiple fatalities.
Extreme harm: Significant potential for serious injury or death of one or more occupants likely to involve multiple
fatalities.
Moderate
Accordingly, it is considered that the risk to life from fire at these premises is:
A suitable risk-based control plan should involve effort and urgency that is proportional to risk. The following risk-based
control plan is based on one advocated by BS 8800 for general health and safety risks:
Risk level

Trivial

Action and time table

No action is required and no detailed records need be kept.

Tolerable

No major additional controls required. However, there might be a need for improvements
that involve minor or limited cost

Moderate

It is essential that efforts are made to reduce the risk. Risk reduction measures should be
implemented within a defined time period. Where moderate risk is associated with
consequences that constitute extreme harm, further assessment might be required to
establish more precisely the likelihood of harm as a basis for determining the priority for
improved control measures

Substantial

Considerable resources might have to be allocated to reduce the risk. If the building is
unoccupied, it should not be occupied until the risk has been reduced. If the building is
occupied, urgent action should be taken.

Intolerable

Building (or relevant area) should not be occupied until the risk is reduced.

(Note that, although the purpose of this section is to place the risk in context, the above approach to fire risk
assessment is subjective and for guidance only. All hazards and deficiencies identified in this report should
be addressed by implementing all recommendations contained in the following action plan. The fire risk
assessment should be reviewed regularly.)

